Introduction
The Central Agency for Public Mobilization and Statistics is seeking for accuracy of statistical data on various aspects and try to illuminates the process of data production, taking into considering that these statistical data represent the way to a proper planning (CAPMAS) and CENTRE D’ETUDES ET DE DOCUMENTATION, ECONOMIQUES, JURIDIQUE ET SOCIALES (EGYPTE) (CEDAJ) are in cooperation in documenting various census data starting from 1882 until 2006 with the collection of demographic and social characteristics of their data.

Objectives
- Monitoring the demographic and spatial variables according to census data from 1882 to 2006. Limited historical variables that are available on the administrative division of the 1882 level to the 2006.
- Transferring of Titles to Latin letters.
- Providing analytical tool capable of linking the different levels of spatial analysis.
- Exacting detail comparisons for the understanding of local, regional and national particularities.
- Trying to identify all names and places of new provisions either for political reasons, historical or religious nature or for natural disaster.

Methodology:
- Insertion of Place names with emphasis on conformity to the provisions of the original folders of the Census Lists.
- Lists of the geographical administrative divisions on the census were coded for the actual situation So we can compare data over the years.
- Converting all of these documents to a single DB.
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CONCLUSION
- Administrative unit guide
- Geographic guide
- Demographic guide

Data Source:
All data sources of statistical publications on census Map administrative and Collection of administrative, geographical and historical references.